The next TFCG meeting is scheduled for Wednesday, May 5, 2010 at 2:00 p.m. in Room #225 of the COB. The agenda for the meeting is as follows:

**Consent Agenda Applications:**

1. AT&T Wireless application to attach a microwave dish at the 110' level atop the 108' high WSSC Bradley water tank #2, 7005B Radnor Road, Bethesda (#201004-02).
Conditioned on providing DPS documentation of a legal right from WSSC to attach antennas at the time of permitting

2. Clearwire application to add three antennas to existing Clearwire antennas atop the Pavillion Apartments building, 5901 Montrose Road, Rockville (#201005-01).

   *Minor Modification*

3. Cricket application to replace three panel antennas on the monopole on Sherwood High School property, 300 Olney-Sandy Spring Road, Sandy Spring (#201005-02).

   *Minor Modification*

   Conditioned on providing DPS documentation of a legal right from MCPS to attach antennas at the time of permitting

4. Clearwire application to attach five antennas to the penthouse walls atop the White Flint Crossing building, 11404 Rockville Pike, North Bethesda (#201005-03).

5. Clearwire application to replace antennas on a monopole on the Knights of Columbus property, 17001 Overhill Road, Derwood (#201005-04).

   *Minor Modification*

6. Clearwire application to attach six antennas to the monopole on Albert Einstein High School property, 11135 Newport Mill Road, Silver Spring (#201005-08).

   Conditioned on providing DPS documentation of a legal right from MCPS to attach antennas at time of permitting.

7. Clearwire application to attach six antennas to the penthouse walls atop a Londonderry Apartments building, 17060 King James Way, Gaithersburg (#201006-01).

8. Clearwire application to attach four antennas to PEPCO transmission line tower #646-N located behind 9712 Aldersgate Road, Potomac in Silver Spring (#201006-03).

   Conditioned on meeting equipment screening requirements of §59A-6.14.
9. Clearwire application to attach five antennas to the monopole on Tilden Middle School property, 11211 Old Georgetown Road, Rockville (#201006-05).

   Conditioned on providing DPS documentation of a legal right from MCPS to attach antennas at time of permitting.

Regular Agenda

10. NewPath/AT&T application to attach six DAS antennas atop eleven replacement PEPCO utility poles in the Potomac vicinity Madeira hub location (#201005-06).

   Conditioned on being granted a County telecommunications franchise that permits the fiber optic cables and equipment in the County’s right-of-way; and on any approvals that may be required from the Historical Preservation Committee and the National Park Service for placement of telecommunications facilities near their areas of concern

11. NewPath/AT&T application to attach six DAS antennas atop eight PEPCO utility poles in the vicinity of Leisure World in Silver Spring Leisure World hub location (#201005-07).

   Conditioned on being granted a County telecommunications franchise that permits the fiber optic cables and equipment in the County’s right-of-way